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1. Introduction 
The Smart Fintry project (SFP) included a set tasks for the HWU team focussed around the forecasting of various 
signals (demand, weather, renewables) relevant to energy management in and around the Fintry village. In summary 
these tasks were: 

• Localised weather forecasting:  specifically, accurate forecasts for 1—48 hours ahead, of wind-speed, 
temperature and cloud-cover (each of these being relevant to predicting renewables generation); 

• Forecasting generation from Fintry turbines; 

• Forecasting generation from Fintry PV (sports centre installation) 

• Forecasting demand from Fintry residences.  

These tasks interoperated with various other Fintry activities from other partners, such as the acquisition of a 
demand data stream from energy assets, and the provision of a dashboard, which reflects data-streams emerging 
from the forecasting methods.  

An additional task arose during the project discussions, namely: 

• Comparison of HWU/Auraventi forecasting with Good Energy forecasting. 

The idea of this additional task was to inform potential future interactions between HWU, Auraventi and Good 
Energy (GE) around the enhancement of GE’s forecasting activities. 

In this report we summarise the outcomes of these tasks in terms of accuracy levels, compared with relevant 
alternatives, and some speculation about potential relative benefits of the accuracy levels achieved. 

The remainder of report is set out as follows:  

Section 2:  Forecasting of renewables generation; we describe and compare each of a succession of three 
approaches implemented during the project (essentially: baseline, generation-informed, and 
generation+onsite-weather informed). The baseline scenario corresponds to the best cost-free alternative 
available (which is to use online forecasts drawn from MetOffice and similar sources), and represents a 
benchmark for evaluating the smarter alternatives implemented.     

Section 3: Comparison with Good Energy forecasting; reports results of an exploratory exercise in wind farm 
power forecasting supported by provision of test data by Good Energy.  

Section 4: Forecasting of Fintry residents’ demand; sensible baseline measures are implemented and 
compared with a smarter regression-based method on actual (but processed) Fintry data. 

Section 5: Summary overview of outcomes and the potential implications.  

2.  Forecasting of Renewables Generation  
A series of three methods were deployed and used to implement renewables generation forecasting during the 
Fintry project, as follows: 

Version1: Baseline method: The baseline method was implemented first, and represents the best that can be done 
using a variety of freely available online sources, but without benefit of access to onsite sensor streams. The details 
for each of wind and solar generation are as follows:  

Version1: baseline forecast of wind generation: uses (i) standard ‘manufacturer’s spec’ wind-curve table for 
the known turbine unit(s), and (ii) freely available MetOffice wind-speed forecast data for the location. The 
wind-curve is essentially a look-up table indexed by the (forecast) wind-speed. 



Version1: baseline forecast of solar generation: uses (i) standard ‘manufacturer’s spec’ data for the 
generation capacity of the installed PV, (ii)  freely available MetOffice cloud-cover forecast data for the 
location; (iii)  theoretical maximum solar irradiation for each relevant time-point at the location (essentially, 
calculation of solar position and consequent irradiance, which can be done with practically perfect accuracy). 

Version2: Generation-informed method: As sufficient actual generation data became available at (at least a subset 
of) Fintry generation points, a more sophisticated approach was implemented, making use of the learned 
relationship between weather variables and generation (however, at first this was done without the benefit of onsite 
weather data). The details for each of wind and solar generation are as follows:  

Version2: generation-informed forecast of wind generation: historical generation data coupled with time-
aligned MetOffice weather observation data was used to train a neural network to predict generation from 
salient weather variables (primarily wind-speed, but also supported by temperature and pressure, which 
affect wind-generation owing to influence on air density).  Generation forecasting was then done by using 
MetOffice forecasts as inputs to this network.   

Version2: generation-informed forecast of solar generation: again, historical generation data coupled with 
time-aligned MetOffice weather observation data was used to train a neural network to predict generation 
from salient weather variables. This time the key salient weather variables were cloud-cover and theoretical 
solar irradiation level. The model was enhanced by fixing generation forecast at zero when theoretical 
irradiation was zero, and training the model only on data corresponding to daylight hours.   Generation 
forecasting was then done by using MetOffice cloud cover forecast and theoretical solar irradiation as inputs 
to this network.   

Version3: Onsite Weather and Generation-informed method: As sufficient onsite weather data also became 
available, our final approach was implemented. For each of wind and solar, this involved two separate machine 
learning models: (i) a linear regression model to forecast the relevant onsite weather variables from historical data 
and associated sources; (ii) a new version of the weathergeneration neural network used in version2, this time 
built with the inclusion of onsite weather inputs. The details for each of wind and solar generation are as follows: 

Version3: onsite weather and generation-informed forecast of wind generation: (i) onsite weather data 
was used to build a localized weather forecast model by linear regression; (ii) historical generation data 
coupled with onsite weather observation data was used to train a neural network to predict generation from  
wind-speed, temperature and pressure. To forecast generation, weather forecast from the linear regression 
model were used as input to the neural network.   

Version3: onsite weather and generation-informed forecast of solar generation: (i) onsite sensed solar 
irradiation data was used to build a localized irradiation forecast model to predict irradiation from MetOffice 
sourced cloud cover and onsite solar irradiation. (onsite cloud cover was not available from the installed 
weather station).  (ii) historical generation data coupled with onsite irradiation data and Metoffice cloud 
cover data was used to train a neural network to predict generation from cloud cover and irradiation.  Again, 
the model was enhanced by fixing generation forecast at zero when theoretical irradiation was zero, and 
training the model only on data corresponding to daylight hours.   Generation forecasting was then done by 
using MetOffice cloud cover forecast and forecast onsite solar irradiation as inputs to this network. 

 

2.1 Weather forecasting 

Before addressing the outcomes of the generation forecasting, in this subsection we outline the typical performance 
of weather forecasting that underpinned weather inputs to the three versions. 

Generation forecasting relied on weather forecasting. For wind generation, the key forecast variable was wind-
speed, and two methods for forecasting wind-speed were implemented. The first was for versions 1 and 2, based on 
a linear regression of MetOffice observation and forecast sources, and the second for version 3, based on onsite 
historical wind-speed data in combination with MetOffice sources. In each case a variant of linear regression was 
used to learn the model.    

Figure 2.1 shows wind-speed forecasting error rates for versions 1 (red) and 2 (blue), for 1 to 48 hours ahead at Jaw 
Farm. With mean wind-speed in the region of 10 m/s at the site, these correspond to mean errors of 15—25% on 



average. ‘AV’ is HWU/Auraventi forecasts used in both V1 and V2 generation forecasting; it turns out that for this 
specific site, AV forecasts were only reliably better than the best available alternative (MetOffice forecasts, obtained 
via the darksky API), for the time windows 1—10 hours ahead and 36—42 hours ahead for the period measured. 
Generally speaking, the wind-speed forecasting implemented for generation versions 1 and 2 was often 0.5 m/s 
closer to the estimated actual value (derived from eventual MetOffice interpolated/estimated observations) than 
the alternative of simply using online MetOffice forecasts for the location; although at around half of forecast 
horizons the two approaches were equal in performance.     

 

Figure 2.1  Wind-speed forecasting errors from 1 to 48 hrs ahead inclusive for Jaw Farm site; ’DS’ is MetOffice  forecasts 

(obtained from darksky api); ‘AV’ is HWU/Auraventi forecasts, based on linear regression over MetOffice observation sources 

(which are estimates, not actuals). The vertical axis is in metres per second.     

Figure 2.2 now shows wind-speed forecasting error rates relevant to generation forecasting version 3, for 1 to 48 
hours ahead. With mean wind-speed in the region of 10 m/s at the site, these correspond to mean errors of 10—
15% on average. V3 is a significant improvement on V1 and V2 thanks to the onsite weather, which, as it turns out in 
this case, correlates relatively poorly with the MetOffice estimates necessarily used in V1 and V2.  The ‘DS’ plot in 
Figure 2.2 show how the estimate based on MetOffice data alone (which was necessarily used as a proxy for ground 
truth in Figure 3.1) compares with the onsite onsite observed data. Basically this indicates that, without the use of an 
onsite weather station, available online forecast estimates will often be 20—30% in error. 

 

Figure 2.2  Wind-speed forecasting errors from 1 to 48 hrs ahead inclusive for Jaw Farm site, based on onsite weather data, 

where the vertical axis is error when compared to onsite actual data. V3 corresponds to wind-speed forecast accuracies 

achieved in v3, while ‘ds’ shows typical errors that would be suffered if not using an onsite weather station.      

Finally, Figure 2.3 shows cloud cover errors relevant to versions 1 and 2. No analogous plot is available for version 3 
since the installed weather station did not provide onsite cloud cover data.   Typical errors ranged from about 0.15 
(15% cover) to 0.35 (35% cover) at worst.  HWU/Auraventi  was reliably better than baseline (MetOffice forecasts) at 
almost all forecast horizons, with errors typically better by around 5% cloud cover.   



 

Figure 2.3  Cloud-cover forecasting errors from 1 to 48 hrs ahead inclusive.  ‘Baseline’ is what would be achieved by using 

standard MetOffice forecasts; ‘HWU/Auraventi’ error represents the method used in all versions of solar forecast generation.   

Cloud cover varies between 0 (no cloud) and 1 (100% cloud). 

For different time periods over the year, the analogous versions of the plots shown here show much variation (e.g. 
all methods tend to show near perfect cloud cover forecasting during prolonged weeks of clear skies). However, the 
plots shown and results quoted are representative of periods with active weather.  

In summary, we  can broadly conclude: 

• Baseline weather forecasting (taking forecast estimates from online sources) leads to errors of 25—35% for 
wind-speed measurements, corresponding to roughly 2.5—3.5 m/s in typical conditions at Fintry turbine 
sites.   

• Use of machine learning to forecast wind-speed from online estimate sources (i.e. without onsite weather 
station) leads to errors that can be estimated as 15%--25%  

• Exploiting onsite wind-speed measurements and using machine learning reduces this to 10—15% errors (or 
roughly 1 m/s – 1.5 m/s) for wind-speed forecasts. 

• Since wind turbines have cutoff speeds (e.g. at 20 m/s for turbines of the kind installed at Fintry sites), these 
levels of error are significant when wind-speeds are high. For example, if  wind-speed is forecast to be 19 
m/s, a high level of generation will be forecast – but if it turns out to be 22 m/s, there will be e zero 
generation. 

• Making the fairly reasonable assumption that errors are uniformly distributed, the HWU/Auraventi 
approaches implemented in the project reduce the chances of such major errors by 60% for wind 
generation. 

• Cloud cover error (in generally cloudy periods) varies between an estimated 15%--35%, with the 
HWU/Auraventi approach typically 5% closer to actual than baseline. 
 
   

2.2 Wind Generation 

Example visualisations of outcomes for the three approaches are shown below in Figs 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 for easy 
comparison.  Each of the three figures shows the same ‘Actual’ data in red, which is Jaw Farm wind generation for a 
16-day period ending 14th October 2017. Each point represents the kWh generated (or forecast) in the 30-minute 
period ending at that point.  

Versions 2 and 3 both show obvious improvement over the version 1 baseline (upper figure), indicating the clear 
benefit of making use of a data stream of actual generation data.  Meanwhile version 3 improves slightly on version 
2 – this is less obvious from the figures, but is apparent in Table 2.7. 



 
Figure 2.4  Wind generation at Jaw Farm: Predicted (P, blue) vs Actual (A, red). Predicted value is based on version 1 baseline 
method, using the published wind-curves of the turbine in combination with measured wind-speed. 

 
Figure 2.5 Version 2: Gen-informed Wind generation at Jaw Farm: Predicted (P, blue) vs Actual (A, red). Predicted value is based 
on using   a neural network model trained on actual generation data and service-sourced weather data.   

 
Figure 2.6  Version 3 - Generation-and onsite-weather informed wind generation at Jaw Farm: Predicted (P, blue) vs Actual (A, 
red). Predicted value is based on using two machine learning models respectively trained on actual generation data and onsite 
weather data.   
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Table 2.7  Quantification of accuracy for successive versions of wind-generation forecasting 

Method Typical generation error Typical weather 
error 

Typical overall error Improvement over 
v1/baseline error 

Version1  2.60 kWh 15—25% 3.1 kWh - 

Version2 0.63 kWh 15—25% 0.8 kWh 74% 

Version3 0.40 kWh 10—15% 0.5 kWh 84% 

 
In Table 2.7, ‘generation error’ refers to the typical error when converting weather variables into generation 
outputs; ‘weather error’ refers to the typical error in the wind-speed forecasts that feed into the generation error. 
Combining these leads to the typical ‘overall error’. This, at last, is the error we can usually expect from an advance 
wind-generation forecast for a particular future point within 48rs in the future (naturally, the error will tend to be 
lower for earlier horizons and higher at later horizons, but will centre around the figure given).       

    

 2.3 Solar Generation 

Example visualisations of outcomes for the three approaches are shown below in Figs 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10 for easy 

comparison. Each of the three figures shows the same ‘Actual’ data in red, which is Fintry sports centre solar 

generation for a 16-day period ending 14th October 2017. Each point represents the kWh generated (or forecast) in 

the 30-minute period ending at that point. 

 

Figure 2.8  baseline solar generation at Fintry Sports Centre: Predicted (P, blue) vs Actual (A, red). Predicted value is based on 
baseline method, using PV installation specification data in combination cloud cover data. Data shown is only for when the Sun 
is above the horizon – Predicted and Actual are always zero otherwise. 

   

Figure 2.9  ‘generation-informed’ Solar generation at Fintry Sports Centre: Predicted (P, blue) vs Actual (A, red).  Data shown is 
only for when the Sun is above the horizon – P and A are always zero otherwise. 



 

Figure 2.10  ‘onsite-weather informed and generation-informed’ Solar generation at Fintry Sports Centre: Predicted (P, blue) vs 
Actual (A, red).  Data shown is only for when the Sun is above the horizon – P and A are always zero otherwise. 

 

Just as we saw with wind generation forecasts, versions 2 and 3 both show obvious improvement over the version 1 
baseline (upper figure), again indicating the clear benefit of making use of a data stream of actual generation data; 
installed renewable systems invariably behave with quite some variance from their specifications.  Meanwhile 
version 3 improves slightly on version 2 – this is again less obvious from the figures, but is apparent in Table 2.11    

Table 2.11  Quantification of accuracy for successive versions of solar-generation forecasting 

Method Typical generation error Typical weather 
error 

Typical overall error Improvement over 
baseline error 

Version1  1.93 kWh 5—10% 2.1 kWh - 

Version2 1.37 kWh 5—10% 1.5 kWh 32% 

Version3 0.73 kWh 5—10% 0.8 kWh 64% 

 
In Table 2.11, ‘typical generation error’ shows the mean error for the version at hand when transforming a weather 
forecast into a generation forecast. In ‘typical weather error’, the guiding figure is actually the 15%--35% errors we 
see in cloud cover forecasts, however this has been modified downwards for two reasons: (i) solar irradiation is 
another primary input to the generation model in this case, and this is known in advance with high accuracy, and (ii) 
error in cloud cover forecast has a reduced effect on the generation error, simply because clouds do not entirely 
block sunlight, and there remains diffuse irradiation even at 100% cover. Overall we come to a typical forecast error 
of 0.8 kWh, improving by 64% over the most straightforward method that could be implemented.   
 
 

3. Good Energy experiment 
Good Energy (GE) provided generation data for two wind-farm sites: Delabole, and Netherton. In each case, GE provided:  

• Actual hourly generation from 01/01/2016 to 19/09/2017; 

• GE’s own forecasts for hourly generation from 01/01/2016 to 19/09/2017  

HWU reconstructed estimated online weather data for these two sites in the appropriate time period, and proceeded to 
simulate the generation forecasting approach that would have been used during the period. However, only the equivalents of 
versions 1 and 2 were possible, since we could not obtain onsite weather data for either site. 

The outcomes are shown in Table 3.1. The raw results are in the 2nd and 3rd columns, showing slight improvements, of little more 
than 2 or 3%, in the hourly forecast error when using HWU/Auraventi’s machine learning approach. This in itself is perhaps 
interesting, and is arguably a good enough improvement to enable better grid-balancing.  

  

 



Table 3.1 Outcomes from the Good Energy Experiment  

site Good Energy typical 
hourly generation 
forecast error 

HWU/Auraventi typical 
hourly generation 
forecast error  
(using MetOffice 
weather only) 

HWU/AV typical day-
ahead improvement in 
wind-speed forecast 
error at this site 

Potential typical 
generation forecast 
error if  onsite weather 
was used 

Delabole 0.70 MWh 0.68 MWh 2 m/s – ~10% 0.62 MWh 

Netherton 0.33 MWh 0.31 MWh  1 m/s – ~5%  0.29 MWh 

 

Beyond this, columns 4 and 5 speculate on the improvements that might be achievable if HWU/Auraventi weather forecasting 
was also used. Although we did not have archive weather data available for these sites covering the period of the generation 
data provided, we were of course able to set up future weather forecasting for the two sites, and were thus able to obtain the 
figures in column 4, showing how HWU/Auraventi’s approach could improve on the online wind-speed forecasts available from 
freely available online sources. Figure 3.2 visualizes this. We subsequently estimate in column 5 the potential errors achievable if 
HWU/Auraventi weather forecasting were used at these sites; in both cases the suggestion is that this might lead to 
improvements in the error of more than 10%.   

  

  

  Figure 3.2: wind-speed forecasting at Delabole (left) and Netherton (right), averaged for forecasts over the period 1/1/2017 to 
19/09/2017. 

 

4. Demand forecasting 
Reliable demand data for the Fintry community started emerging from mid-2017. Fig 4.1 shows these data for the 
three months ending at noon on 19th Jan 2018. The plot shows demand (in kWh) for successive 30-minute intervals. 
These data have been cleaned to smooth outliers, and scaled to account for periods when data form only parts of 
the community were available. The general upwards trend shows the effect of winter ramping up from mid-October 
to mid-January. The plot on the right homes in on a week of data (from noon on 12th to noon on 19th Jan 2018). We 
can clearly see the daily morning and evening peaks. 

 

Figure 4.1: Demand at Fintry residences (smoothed, processed and scaled to represent whole community) for three months 

ending 19th Jan 2018 (left), and one week within that period (right).  



Examination of the figure reveals the periodic pattern commonly seen in household consumption data, and which is 
generally good news for the enterprise of demand prediction, but the day-to-day variations in height of the peaks 
and troughs, and the minor variations in the pattern itself, remain a challenge for forecasting.    

A range of methods were tested for demand prediction. We describe here two common baseline methods, one of 
which was implemented and online at the dashboard early in the project, and then the chosen method  
implemented towards the end of the project: 

Baseline 1: The first baseline was ‘time-of-week 4-week average’. This simply means that, to estimate the 
demand for 13:30—14:00 next Tuesday (for example), we take the average demand recorded for the last 
four Tuesdays in that time period. 

Baseline 2: The second baseline was simply ‘time-of-week’. This simply means that, to estimate the demand 
for 13:30—14:00 next Tuesday (for example), we take the average demand recorded for the most recent 
Tuesday in that time period. 

Baseline 3:  This method took note of the time-of-week and its averages, and recent recorded trends 
(differences between successive times of week), and correlated those with differences in temperature, and 
then used regression over these variables. 

Figure 4.2. illustrates the results of these methods over a 2-day period, while Table 4.3 shows the results evaluated 
over a three-month period.   

  

 

Figure 4.2 Demand forecasting results for Fintry, illustrated over two days (noon to noon). BL is baseline 2, BL2 is baseline 2, and 
M represents ‘DFM’, a method that uses linear regression and weather information. Here, each is compared with Actual 
demand.   

Table 4.3  Quantification of accuracy for successive versions of demand forecasting 

Method Typical error (kWh) Typical error (%) Improvement over best 
baseline error 

Baseline 1 (4-week average) 4.8 kWh 13% - 

Baseline 2 (Time-of-week) 5.1 kWh 7.9%  - 

Best method (linear regression) 4.0 kWh 6.6% 16.7% 

 
The errors achieved by the different demand forecasting methods (from Table 4.3), tend to represent, in absolute 
terms, around 5 washing machines (from 72 residences), and the improvement over baseline methods provides 
around 1 washing machine’s worth in extra accuracy per half-hour forecast. What is worth noting is that these errors 
are quite consistent from 1—48 hrs ahead (which is made possible by the regular pattern inherent in demand 
forecasting). In other words, despite continual variation in the details of the pattern making it difficult to achieve 
better than 6% error in any specific half-hour period, that error stays practically constant through a 48 hour horizon, 



and one can therefore be relatively confident of the demand component when, for example, reasoning about 
potential renewables surpluses or deficits for tomorrow or the day after. 
 
The ‘typical error (%)’ in Table 4.3 represents the average percentage error in the demand forecast. Even though, for 
example, average absolute error for Baseline 1 is better than it is for Baseline 2, the average percentage error is 
worse. This indicates that baseline 1 (moreso than baseline 2) will occasionally make large percentage errors at times 
with relatively small absolute demand  (e.g. forecasting 20 kWh when the actual is 16 kWh – a 4 kWh difference, but 
25% in percentage terms). In baseline 2, and moreso in baseline 3, the scale of the error stays better aligned with the 
scale of the absolute demand itself.     
  

 

5. Summary: Highlights and main findings 
Regarding weather forecasting, we find that: 

• Baseline weather forecasting leads to errors of 25—35% for wind-speed measurements  

• Use of machine learning to forecast wind-speed  (without onsite weather station) leads to errors that can be 
estimated as 15%--25%  

• Exploiting onsite wind-speed measurements and using machine learning reduces this to 10—15% errors  

• The HWU/Auraventi approaches to wind-speed forecasting reduce the chances of major wind generation 
forecast errors by 60%.   

• Cloud cover error (in generally cloudy periods) varies between an estimated 15%--35%, with the 
HWU/Auraventi approach typically 5% closer to actual than baseline. 
    

Regarding generation forecasting: 

• For a typical Fintry site turbine, baseline approach forecasting error is 3.1 kWh per half-hour period’  

• Exploiting both onsite generation data and weather data, this reduces to 0.5 kWh (84% better)  

• For the Sports Centre PV,  baseline approach forecasting error is 2.1 kWh per half-hour period’  

• Exploiting both onsite generation data and weather data, this reduces to 0.8 kWh (64% better)  

• HWU/Auraventi generation forecasting approach shown to improve 2—3% over GE approach on GE data; 

• HWU/Auraventi generation forecasting approach estimated to potentially improve GE approach by 10% if 

access to wind farm onsite weather data were available. 

Regarding demand forecasting: 

• Typical errors of 6.6% were achievable (4.0 kWh) for forecasting half-hour demand periods; this was 

consistent for 1—48 hrs ahead.  

• We improved on baseline methods by 17% in terms of mean absolute error, but by more than 50% (13% vs 

6.6%) in terms of scale of mean percentage error.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 


